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Decision 87 10 043 OCT 1619S7 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFO~~IA 

Order Instituting Investigation into ) 
procurement and system reliability ) 
issues deferred from 0.86-l2-0l0. ) 

---------------------------------) 
OPINION 

I.87-03-036 
(Filed March 25, 1987) 

On March 25, 1987, we initiated this investigation into 
the natural gas procurement and system reliability issues deterred 
trom Oecision (0.) 86-l2-010. As announced in the March order, we 
deferred hearings on these issues until the conclusion of our 
proceeding' (I.86-06-00S) to implement our new gas rate design. 
That case has now been submitted, and the purpose of this order is 
to address the scope of the procurement hearings which will be our 
next order of business, and which we expect will begin shortly 
after our implementation decision in I.86-06-00S. In deciding the 
scope of those hearings, this order will consider the comments 
which have been tiled on several issues, as directed in the March 
order. 

I. PG&E's Proposal on Commodity pricing Flexi~ility 

The March 25 order which initiated this investigation 
followed a hearing before the Commission ~n bane on February 20, 

19S7. At that hearing Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E) unveiled a 
proposal to sell certain excess core gas supplies to some noncore 
customers at prices below the weighted average cost ot gas (W.i\COG) 
for its noncore portfolio. PG&E sweetened its proposal by 
including a requirement that the discounted noncore sales be 
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coupled with similarly discounted sales to the core portfolio. To 
be eligible for this program, core suppliers would have to provide, 
in PG&E'~ judgement, "stable and competitive" prices for the core 
portfolio. PG&E would limit its sales of these excess core , 
supplies to its own powerplants, tho EOR market, and other 
utilities, plus any other customer groups approved by the CPUC. 

Our March order discussed our first impressions of the 
pros and cons of the PG&E plan, and requested comments from 
interested parties. Numerous parties filed comments. 

The Opposition. The PG&E plan was opposed by all 
conunenters except the Public staff Oivision (PSO) and. 'roward 
Utility Rate Normalization (TORN). The opposition included 
Southern California Gas (SoCal), a regulated distribution company; 
San Diego Gas & Electrie (SDG&E) and the City of Long Beach (Long 
Beach),.wholesale distributors; El Paso and Transwestern, the 
interstate pipelines supplying southern California: the California 
Manufacturers Association (CMA) representing large in~ustrial 
users; a coalition of public power agencies in southern california 
(Muni trEGs); Hadson and Western Gas Marketing (WGH), gas marketers; 
the california Cogeneration Council eCCC); and producer interests 
from the Southwest, California, and Canada (Chevron, Arco, 
Tenneco/Conoco, Exxon, Shell Canada, and the Canadian Producer 
Group (CPGJ). 

A theme continually sounded by the opposition is that the 
PG&E plan will allow PG&E to use its market power over Canadian 
producers to restrict competition in the California gas market. 
Because PG&E has the first call on the entire capacity of its 
Pacific Gas Transmission (PGT) pipeline, the opposition fears that 
PG&E could use the flexible pricing proposal to keep PGT full with 
gas for the core and with "excess" core supplies to be sold at a 
discount into the most price-sensitive part of the noncore market. 
Some co~~enters felt that even the openin~ of PGT to non
discriminatory transportation would not remove PG&E's potential 
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ability, under its proposal, to monopolize peT's oapaoity. One 
possible result of such a restriction could be a decline in 
interest in bidding into PG&E's spot gas program: even TURN and PSO 
acknowledged this potential problem, and reco~~ended that one-half 
of PG&E's noncore UEe load ~e excluded from the program in order to 
maintain a viable spot gas bidding program. A related concern is 
that PG&E would be able to use its market power over producers to 
insulate it from having to discount its transmission rates in order 
to move gas. When a customer threatened to switch to an alternate 
fuel, PG&E could torce Canadian producers to provide the discount 
needed to keep that customer, rather than discounting its own 
transmission rate. ~hus, PG&E would be under less pressure to cut 
its own costs--cost-cutting·which ;""ould benefit all ratepayers. 

~he producer interests also. remarked that the prospect of 
PG&E's market power would tend to discourage producers from 
committing long-term supplies to the PG&E market, including PG&E's 
core portfolio·. Large gas consumers such as CMA and CCC criticized 
the limited applicability of PG&E's program as discriminatory, and 
noted that it would target the cheapest gas to the most price
sensitive noncore users, and to· the core, leaving the more 
expensive noncore gas for the less elastic noncore users. SoCal 
warned that the plan would open about aO% of its noncore market to 
competition from PG&E's discount gas, and that if large amounts of 
PG&E gas displaced gas from SoCal's suppliers, SOq'al's ratepayers 
could bear additional take-or-pay costs. Transwestern echoed these 
concerns. 

The opposing parties cite numerous factual uncertainties 
clouding the PG&E proposal, and thus request that the Commission 
set the proposal for hearing, if we do not rejeet the plan 
outright. 

SJJpport from PSt) and TU'RN. The PSO and ~~ recommend 
that the program be approved on a limited, one- or two-year, trial 
basis, with certain modifications. They support the idea because 
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of the real, immediate benefits which it offers for eore eustomers. 
They do offer a number of "fine-tuning" modifications, includ.ing 
the limitation on sales to PG&E's UEG market, mentioned above. The 
PSO also recommends that SoCal Gas be allo~ed to offer a similar 
program, that transportation revenues from off-system sales should ._ 
benefit all customer classes, and that PG&E should seek even 
greater core benefits, if that is acceptable to the program's 
suppliers. TURN also commented that additional core benefits are 
possible. 

~&E's Respons~. PG&E filed a response to some of the 
comments submitted by other parties. PG&E offers to limit the 
amount of eligible OEG load to 20 percent of total annual OEG use 
or 100 percent of the noncore market, whichever is less, in 
response to the concern expressed by PSO and TURN. The utility 
asserts that it does not view the limit on the customer classes 
eligible for the program as discriminatory: rather, the limitation 
is designed to restrict the program to. those customer classes 
unlikely to elect to- purchase gas from the core portfolio. Thus, 
the program should not impede the benefits which core customers may 
realize from the development of a large core-elect class. 

PG&E disagrees strongly with the accusations that its 
proposal is anti-competitive: indeed, it argues that the proqram 
will inerease competition in the noncore market, by putting 
downward pressure on the price ef gas sold to· eligible- customers. 
PG&E discounts the possibility that the program miqht allow it to 
monopolize Canadian gas sales to noncore customers, arguing that 
the limitations on eligible customers remove this possibility. 

PG&E's response emphasizes the benefits which the program 
effers to its efforts to assemble a core portfolio. with 
competitive, long-term prices. PG&E argues that suppliers who 
offer stab:~, competitive prices to- core customers should have 
access to the noncore market, so long as this access does not 
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reduce the attractiveness of the core portfolio to noncore 
customers. 

Alternatives. Several parties proposed alternati~es to 
the PC&E plan. El Paso suqqested a "release" proqram, whereby PC&E 
could release excess core supplies, at its discretion, into other 
markets. Unlike the PC&E plan, the qas suppliers would retain 
control of the price and other conditions under which the released 
qas would pe sold. The suppliers would credit sales of released 
qas against any take-or-pay obliqations of the core portfolio. El 
Paso arques that such a program would provide PC&E with the 
portfolio-management benefits of its own proposal, but without that 
plan's coercive elements. 

"SoCal asked the COl'nlnission to approve its own 
"flexibility" proposal. SoCal believes that it :may have the 
opportunity in the near future to purchase firm gas supplies on 
terms other than a short-term, best-efforts basis, at prices below 
the present and forecasted price of spot gas. SoCal seeks the 
ability to sell these supplies in the noncore market 'to the extent 
that they are in excess of current core demand. The company 
proposes to sell these excess incremental volumes at cost plus 75% 
of the difference between the cost of these supplies and the spot 
price of the noncore portfolio. The markup would be credited to 
'the core portfolio as a direct benefit for core customers, so' long 
as the price of the incremental ,supplies remained below the spot 
price. In what SoCal calls the "unlikely" event that spot prices 
fall below the cost of incremental supply" core customers would 
have to absorb the full amount of costs not recoverable from the 
noncore market. Even with the markup, the incremental supplies 
would ~e cheaper than spot supplies and thus marketable to noncore 
customers. Unlike the PC&E plan, which is targeted only to certain 
noncore customers, SoCal proposes to roll these cheaper-than-spot 
gas supplies into the noncore portfolio available to all noncore 
customers. Finally, SOCal claims that its proposal ~ay otfer 
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additional benefits in its efforts to manage the core portfolio: 
the plan would promote stable longer-term relationships with core 
suppliers, and would offer to these suppliers the attraction of an 
addit~onal market during~times of reduced core demand. Objections 
to the SoCal proposal have been filed by Tenneco/Conoco and by 
Southern California Edison (Edison). Tenneco/Conoco object to the 
preference which SoCal would grant to the excess core volumes over 
spot supplies bid into SoCal's monthly spot gas bidding program. 
Tenneco/Conoco warns that the SoCal program could be the vehicle 
for SoCal to favor purchases of gas through its affiliates such as 
PITCO. Edison objects to' providing the core with thre~-quarters of 
the benefits which the utility realizes in selling excess supplies 
into the noncore market. Edison argues that the benefits should 
flow to the noncore market, because it is the existence of that 
market which allows the excess core supplies to be IrLarketed. 

Arlon TUssing, on behalf of the Canadian Producer Group, 
put forward the most comprehensive and,far-reaching alternative: 
the deregulation of noncore procurement. Transwestern also 
recommended this alternative, although its presentation was less 
detailed. TUssing argues that the Commission's unbundling of gas 
rates, plus the development of a nationwide competitive market for 
gas as a cOWl'lodity, has resulted in the procurement. o·f gas for the 
noncore market becoming a. competitive business. He then questions 
whether a regulated ut.ilit.y should be in such a business, and 
points to the possibilities for cross-subsidies and unfair dealings 
between a utility'S natural monopoly transmission and distribution 
funct.ions and its competit.ive noncore procurement service. He 
cites the PG&E proposal as an example of the potential for such 
discrimination. Tussing proposes a three-part plan for noncore 
procurement in this competitive environment: first, the separation 
of the utility'S noncore procurement service into· an unregulated 
affiliate; second, equal access for aZfiliates and nonaffiliates tc 
the regulated utility'S transmission and distribution services; 
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and, third, the deregulation of noncore procurement activities. 
Tussing points out that the equal access provision would go a long 
w~y toward resolving the issues of access to storage and interstate 
pipeline capacity, as the utility would no longer have as strong an 
interest in protecting these assets for the sole benefit of the 
regulated company. It would also give the utility an incentive to 
offer workable transportation programs. Clearly, what ~ussing has 
proposed is an important and comprehensive view of one possible 
approach to nOnxQre procurement, a perspective which has 
ramifications that go far beyond the more limited question of 
approving or disapproving PG&E's 'commodity pricing fle~ibility 
proposal. Moreover, we view the PG&E proposal as more properly a 
proposed. refinement to the utility·s ~ procurement activities, 
as its focus is allowing core gas suppliers access to the noncore 
market. CPG has requested that we ask for comments on the TUssing 
alternative as a part of this investigation, and, as explained 
later in this order, we will do so, in the context of our review of 
the regulation o·f noncore procurement. In considering the PG&E 
commodity priCing flexibility proposal, we will consider 'tUssing's 
remarks on the plan's discriminatory aspects as supporting the 
similar comments of many other parties. 

Discussion. Assembling the core portfolio· is, in our 
opinion, one 'of the central challenges facing the gas utilities as 
they move into an era in which competition is playing an 
increaSingly important role in allocating gas supplies. Our 
responsibility toward core ratepayers, wh~ have no easy alternative 
to using gas, mandates that we should provide the utilities with 
the necessary tools to ass~le a core portfolio meeting' the three 
objectives which we recently outlined in 0.S6-12-010: certainty of 
supply to meet core peak requirements, price security greater than 
found in the spot market, and atta-::'ning these objectives at the 
lowest possible cost (see 0.86-l2-010, pp. 67-84). In our view, 
one of the important tools in this effort may be providing core 
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. 
allow the utility to provide its core suppliers with access to the 
noncore market, and yet would ensure equitable access for other 
suppliers as well. 

In approaching this goal we must consider what is 
discriminatory in the PG&t proposal. We share the strong 
suspicions of many commenters that PG&E's proposal could result in 
the exclusion Of other suppliers trom the Pacitic Gas ~ransmission 
pipeline. Despite PG&E's otter to' limit the amount ot powerplant 
load eligible under the program, the potential for sales to the tOR 
market or to southern Calitornia utilities is plainly large. 
Although the exact numbers have yet to be developed in this case, 
wo suspect that, under the PC&E program, sales ot gas from PC&E's 
A&S aftiliate could easily consume the limited amount of 
interruptible capacity available on PGT. This would severely 
restrict the ability of canadian suppliers,independent of A&S to 
market gas in California. The potential for PG&E to control access 
to the PGT pipeline could provide it with an incentive to 
overestimate its core requirements, and might allow the utility to 
escape competitive pressure to discount its own transmission rates. 
In addition, the PG&E program would make the discounted core 
supplies available only to certain price-elastic groups of noncore 
customers. We concur with the CMA that PG&E has provided no sound 
cost basis which would justify the eligibility limitations. The 
limitations which PG&E has imposed on the program, and which the 
program may impose on access to' the PGl' pipeline, run counter to 
the ettorts of both state and federal regulators to encourage Nopen 
access'" to the competi ti ve gas supply market. 

SoCal's, tle~ibility proposal also otters the possibility 
of portfolio management benefits for the utilities' core 
procurement efforts. The SOCal plan avoids the discriminatory 
eligibility limitations of the PG&E proposal, by providing that the 
excess core supplies will be sold into the noncore portfolio, and 
thus will be available to all noncore customers at the noncore 
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and, third, the deregulation of nonoore proourement activities. 
Tussing points out that the equal access provision would go a long 
way toward resolving the issues of access to storage and interstate 
pipeline capacity, as the utility would no longer have as strong an 
interest in protecting these assets for the sole benefit of the 
regulated company. It would also give the utility an incentive to 
offer workable transportation programs. Clearly, what Tussing has 
proposed is an important and comprehensive view of one possible 
approach to noncore proourement, a perspective which has 
ramifications that go far beyond the more limited question o·f 
approving or disapproving PG&E'S'commodity pricing fle~ibility 
proposal. Moreover, we view the PG&E proposal as more properly a 
proposed refinement to the utility·s ~ procurement activities, 
as its focus is allowing core gas suppliers access to the noncore 
market. CPG has requested that we ask tor comments on the Tussing 
alternative as a part of this investigation, and, as e~lained 
later in this order, we will do so, in the context of our review of 
the regulation of nonoore procurement. In considering the PG&E 
commodity, pricing flexibility proposal, we will consider ~ssing's 
remarks on the plan's discriminatory aspects as supporting the 
similar comments of many other parties. 

~iscussion. Assembling the core portfolio is, in our 
opinion, one-of the central challenges facing the gas utilities as 
they move into an era in which competition is playing an 
increasingly important role in allocating gas supplies. Our 
responsibility toward core ratepayers, who have no easy alternative 
to using gas, mandates that we should provide the utilities with 
the necessary tools to assemble a core portfolio meeting the three 
objectives which we recently outlined in 0.86-12-010: oertainty o~ 
supply to meet core peak requirements, price security greater than 

found in the spot market, and att~:ninq these objective~ at the 
lowest poss~le cost (see 0.86-12-010, pp. 6,7-84). In our view, 
one of the important tools in this effort may be providing core 
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suppliers with access to the noncore market for volumes that are 
temporarily in excess of core requirements. Such access can assist 
the utilities in securing adequate supplies to cover core peak 
requirements, while minimizing costs by allowing the utilities to 
offer suppliers the opportunity for high load factor takes. These 
potential ~enefits convince us that it may well be appropriate to 
reconsider our current guideline which prevents a utility trom 
selling anything other than short-term gas to noncore 
customerS[1]. From this perspective, PG&E's proposal may offer 
important benefits for core gas ratepayers, benefits which go 
beyond the obvious discounts for the core portfolio which are 
linked to the program's noncore sales. The program's access to the 
noncore market pro'vides PG&E with an attractive inducement for 
suppliers to provide gas to the core portfolio at stable, 
competitive prices. 

However, we also believe that this access must be 
carefully structured, must not result in discrimination against 
other noncore suppliers, and must not diminish the supply options 
available to gas users on the PG&E system. Taking a longer-term 
p:rspective, we recognize the importance of allowing equitable 
access to the California market if we are to encourage gas 
producers to commit supplies to this market. Many of the 
commenters, including the CPG's Tussing, have raised what we teel 
are important concerns about the potential tor the PG&E proposal, 
and to a lesser extent the SoCal plan, to impair competitive access 
to the california market. What we would like to find is a way to 

l. ) We note that this t'l'le,. set forth on pagp. 8.7 of 
0.86-·t2-010, appears to contradict the discussion in the 
accounting rules (pp. 152-159), which seems to· allow excess long
term supplies to- be transferred into the noncore portfolio·. 
Furthermore, as we will discuss at length below, the accounting 
rules are unclear on the conditions under which such transfers 
can take place_ 
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allow the utility to provide its core suppliers with access to the 
noncore market, and yet would ensure equitable access for other 
suppliers as well. , 

In approaching this goal we must consider what is 
discriminatory in the PG&E proposal. We share the strong 
suspicions of many commenters that PG&E's proposal could result in 
the exclusion of other suppliers from the Pacific Gas ~ransmission 
pipeline. Oespite PG&E's offer to limit the amount of powerplant 
load eligible under the program, the potential for sales to the EOR 
market or to southern california utilities is plainly large. 
Although the exact numbers have yet to be developed in this case, 
we suspect that, under the PG&E program, sales of gas from PG&E'S 
A&S affiliate could easily consume the limited amount of 
interruptible capacity available on PG~. ~his would severely 
restrict the ability of Canadian suppliers,independent of A&S to 
market gas in california. ~he potential for PG&E to control access 
to the PG~ pipeline could provide it with an incentive to 
overestimate its core requirements, and might allow the utility to 
escape competitive pressure to discount its own transmission rates. 
In addition, the PG&E program would make the discounted core 
supplies available only to certain price-elastie groups of noncore 
customers. We concur with the CMA that PG&E has provided no sound 
cost basis which would justify the eligibility limitations. The 
limitations which PG&E has imposed on the program, and which the 
program may impose on access to the PGT pipeline, run counter to 
the efforts of both state and federal requlators to, encourage *open 
access" to the competitive gas supply market. 

SoCal's fle~ibility proposal also offers the possibility 
of portfolio mana.gement l:>enefits for the utilities' core 
procurement efforts. The SOCal plan avoids the discriminatory 
eligibility limitations of the PG&E proposal, by providing that the 
excess core supplies will be sold into the nonc..::>re portfolio, and 
thus will be available to all noncore customers at the noncore 
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WACOG. However, we recognize the valid concern, raised by 
Tenneco/Conoco, that $oCal's program might discourage spot gas 
suppliers from bidding into SoCal's noncore portfolio, if core 
suppliers were allowed separately to meet or beat the bid price, 
without participating in the competitive process themselves. In 
addition, we wonder about the price risk to which SoCal's program 
would expose core ratepayers. The core would benefit from sales of 
exeess core supplies if spot prices remain above the cost of core 
gas: however, SoC3l proposes to charge the core for the losses 
which result if spot prices fall below the cost o~ core supplies. 
Obviously, it is difficult to judge the magnitude of this risk: 
however, we do note that one of our guidelines for core procurement 
is price security greater than expected in the spot market. 
SoCal's program may expose core ratepayers to benefits and costs 
which fluctuate with the spot market. 

El Paso's HreleaseH program appears to meet many of the 
objections which have been raised to the PG&E and SoCal proposals. . . 
Under the El Paso proposal, the core suppliers would retain control 
of the disposition of the excess core volumes: the suppliers co'uld' 
bid the excess into the utility'S noncore portfolio, or attempt to 
find an alternative market. Leaving such control with the 
suppliers should address the concerns about the impact of these 
excess volumes on pipeline capacity availability (especially on 
PGT), or on the spot gas bidding programs. A HreleaseH proqram 
could provide the important portfolio management benefit of take
or-pay relief for the core portfolio. What the utilities would 
lose with such a program, in comparison with the PG&E or SOCal 
plans, appears to be the direct benefits to the core which would 
flow from the utility purchasing the exeess eore supplies at a 
discount from the prevailing noncore WACOG. El Paso frames the 
issue well in stating that the Commission has the :t-~rd choice of 
Qeeiding whether these core cr~dits outweigh the risks in the 
utilities' proposals. In the comments which we will order below, ~ 
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we would like to see El Paso explain in further detail how such a 
proqram would work. For example, would the "release" conditions 
have to be embodied in every utility-supplier purchase contract? 

Finally, we note that D. 86-12-010, in adopting 
accounting rules for our new regulatory structure, does discuss the 
transfer of gas from the core to· the noncore portfolio (pp. 152-

59). These rules do not directly specify the conditions under 
which such transfers can be made, except to place the utility at 
risk in a reasonableness review if such transfers occur at a 
suJ:)stantial loss (p. 158). The discussion does set out the 
following proposed rule: 

"Transfers from the core 'gas purchase account to 
the core or non-core portfolio accounts: All gas 
transferred between the long and short-term gas 
purchase accounts to the core and non-core 
portfolio accounts shall be at weighted average 
cost. If there are transfers from the long-term 
source aceount to the non-core portfolio· account 
during an extremely warm year, because there is 
such low core demand for the gas and the utility 
cannot avoid taking the gas even under its 
flexiDle contract terms, the gas shall be 
transferred to the non-coro portfolio at the 
current weighted average cost of the long-term 
source account. 

HHowever, any recovery deficiency in the core 
portfolio balancing account resulting from sales 
to the noncore portfoliO at a loss shall not be 
subject to Dalancing account treatment. The 
utility may seek recovery of such booked loss in 
its next annual reasonableness review." 

Although this proposal is discussed, the adopted rules (pp. 158, 
lSSa, and l59) do not reflect the results of that discussion. 
otherwise, the discussion of procurement policies in D. 86-12-10 is 
silent on this topic. We welcome comments on the above proposed 
rule as another option. 

Clearly, at this time the Commission has before it a 
wide range of proposals for the marketing of excess core gas 
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supplies. We firmly ~elieve that core customers will benefit if 
core suppliers have access to the noncore mar~et. However, that 
access must be structured to satisfy the discrimination concerns 
which we have discussed above. Obviously, a HreleaseH program, 
such as proposed by El Paso, in which the suppliers retain control 
of the disposition of the excess 
problems meetinq these concerns. 
utilities to attempt to design a 

supplies, would have the fewest 
However, we want to encourage the 

program in which the utility can 
resell temporarily excess core supplies int~ the noncore mar~et. 
However, the discrimination concerns which we have described above 
dictate that s~ch a program should adequately address the following 
issues: 

1. Do all short-term supplies, both spot and 
excess core, have an equal opportunity to bid into 
the noncore portfolio? If the utility proposes 
to grant excess core supplies a preference over 
spot gas, how is that preference justified? 

2. It PG&E proposes to purchase and resell excess 
core supplies into its noncore portfolio, what is 
the expected impact of such sales on the 
interruptible capacity available on the PGT 
system? 

3. currently, all supplies in the noncore 
portfolio must be sold at the prevailing noncore 
WACOG. As explained later in this order, the 
Commission will be reviewing how it wishes t~ 
regulate, or deregulate,. noncore gas procurement. 
Clearly, proposals to sell exceSs core supplies in 
the noncore mar~et must be consistent with the 
corresponding plan for the utility'S noncore 
sales. 

4. What are the specitic criteria tor determining 
which core suppliers are eliqible to gain access 
t~ the noncore market, and what is the rationale 
for such criteria? For example, the PG&E 
flexibility program was open to core suppliers 
offerrinq "stable" and "competitive" prices to the 
core portfolio. Are such criteria usetul, and, i~ 
so, how specific should they be? 
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We recognize that the utilities may need a mechanism for flowing 
excess core supplies into the noncore market immediately upon 
implementation of the new rate design and regulatory structure that 
is the focus of I.86-06-00S. Therefore, the utilities should file 
:by :Oece~er l5" 1987, their reformulated proposals for marketing 
excess core supplies in the noncore market. These proposals must 
address the issues and the discrimination concerns which we have 
discussed above. Interested parties may respond to these revised 
proposals along with their comments on noncore procurement, which, 
as discussed :below, we are asking to be filed on January l5, 1988. 
If the comments show that hearings on the utilities' revised 
proposals are necessary, we would hold them in March, 1988. 

II. Noncore Procurement and Multiple SUpply Po~foli2s 

As we announced in 0.86-l2-0l0 (p. 87), we intend to 
address the future regulation, or deregulation, of noncore 
procurement in the course of this investigation. The comments of 
CPG's Tussing have provided us with a comprehensive and provocative 
view of one possible structure for the utilities' noncore 
procurement activities. We will begin to examine this issue by 
~antinq CPG's request that we solicit comments on Tussing's 
s\ll:>mittal; these comments should be tiled by January l5, 1988. One' 
of the issues which we ask commenters (and, if it so desires, the 
CPG) to address is how, under the derequlated model of noncore 
procurement which Tussing advances, might the utility provide its 
core suppliers with access to the noncore market. As we have noted 
above, such access could be a valUable tool in the utilities' core 
procurement efforts. In addition, we invite the respondents and 
interested parties to use these comments to advance their own 
proposals for the future of our regulation of the utilities' 
noncore procurement activities • 
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SoCal's June l, 1987, filing of its storage proposal also 
included requests to change several of the noncore procurement 
policies which we established in 0.86-l2-0l0. In order to increase 
the attractiveness to noncore customers of electing into the core 
portfolio for procurement service, SoCal proposes to permit noncore 
customers to elect core procurement service even if the core WACOG 
is below spot prices. This opportunity would only occur at semi
annual "openings" of the core portfolio. If core prices are l:lelow 
the spot market, customers electing the core portfolio would have 
to pay a surcharge equal to the difference between the core WACOG 
and the market cost of a new one-year supply of gas. There would 
also be a charge for early termination of core-elect purchases, 
which would reflect the costs associated with reducing core 
portfolio purchases. This proposal appears to l:le a refinement of 
Socal's position on the "portfolio switehin~" issue whieh we 
addressed in R.86-06-006 and deeided in 0.86-lZ':'OlO (see pp. 46 and 
50-57). Essentially, SoCal wants to allow noncore customers into 
the core portfolio even when the core portfolio is cheaper than 
spot prices; the price of admission in such circumstances would :be 

agreeing to pay the full market price for the first year. socal's 
proposal has the goal of increasin~ the size of the core eleet; 
however, given the priee of admission which SOCal would charge, the 
plan appears likely to increase eore election only if customers 
have the expeetation that the core portfolio will be cheaper than 
spot prices for several years to eome. We doubt that many 
customers will act on such an expeetation, given the uneerta~nties 
of future gas markets. Furthermore, if the eore is cheaper than 
spot prices for an extended period (the eonditions under which the 
plan would stimulate core election), the addition of more core 
customers could increase eore prices, even with socal's proposed 
entrance fee. SoCal should respond to these cor~erns in its 
December l5 filing. 
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In addition, SoCal asks that it be allowed to create 
three additional noncore portfolios: a one-year fixed-price 
portfolio, a long-term (greater than one year) po=tfolio whose 
price would be subject to a known escalat}on formula, and a short
term portfolio with up to 90-day supplies. SoCal's request appears 
to be a variant of the "multiple supply portfolios" idea which we 
discussed in D.86-l2-0'lO (pp. 51-53-). In that order we indicated a 
willinqness to consider the multiple portfolio idea in this 
proceeding. Socal's proposal does differ from our original concept 
of multiple portfolios, in that SoCal appears to want to create a 
new portfolio each time it has an "open season" tor noncore 
contracting. This might violate the requirement we set in 
0.86-12-010 that the price of gas should be the same across 
portfolios for a qiven level of price stability and supply 
certainty. 0.86-12-0l0 stated that Wit we do pe~it the utilities 
to ofter multiple supply portfolios, we will preclude targetinq of 
low-cost supplies by requiring that the price of qas for a given 
level ot price stability and supply certainty be the same across 
porttolios" (p. 53). Additionally, it is unclear from SoCal's 
proposal whether it would make gas available to the core under ~~e 
same terms, conditions, and prices as contained in these noncore 
portfolios. Aqain, D.86-12-010 adclressed. this concern: "for a 
qiven level of price stability and supply security, we will require 
utilities to o·ffer procurement service for all customers, core and 

n9nCor~, at the same price" (p. 51, emphasis added). SoCal should 
acldress these concerns in its December l5 tilinq, ancl we invite 
other parties in their January 15 responses to comment both on 
SoCal's requested portfolios and on the concept of multiple 
portfolios which we outlined in 0.a6-12-0l0. 

Finally, we note that several parties in the rate desiqn 
implementation proceecling, l.8o-0o-0os, are recommending that the 
issue of whether the utilities should charqe brokerage fees for 
noncore and out-of-area procurement activities should be treated in 
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this proceeding. If the final implementation decision in 
I.86-06-00S grants those requests, the utilities should file on 
January lS, 1988, proposed noncore and out-of-area brokerage fees. 

III. The Unbundling of Storage 

The Utilities' Proposals. In response to I.87-03-036, 
both SoCal and PG&E filed proposals to offer unbundled storage 
services. The two proposals differed markedly. 

PG&E has proposed what it describes as an "as-available" 
storage service which it would make available to noncore 
procurement and transport-only customers. The service will offer 
noncore customers improved access to PG&E's noncore portfolio 
during supply or capacity constraints.. Noncore procurement 
customers ~ho subscribe to the service will receive preferential 
access to unanticipated storage withdrawals which may be necessary 
,to continue noncore procurement service. PG&E will also use as-
available storaqe service to back-up transmission service to 
participating noncore customers, in the event of capacity 
constraints. PG&E intends to neqotiate the rate for this service 
with each customer, within a "range from the variable cost of 
storage injections and withdrawals up to the value of the service. 
PG&E would reduce the transmission rate of noncore customers who do 
not elect the service by the variable cost of storage injections 
and withdrawals. All customers would continue to· pay for the fixed 
costs of PG&E's storage facilities, in recognition that all 
customers benefit from PG&E's storage operations. The primary 
benefits which PG&E identifies for noncore customers are load 
balancing services and improved access to interruptible interstate 
pipeline capacity. 

SOCal does not propose a service such as PG&E's, because 
SoCal feels that "there is no practical way to segreqate out 
storage service from noncore sales service." SOCal also· notes that 
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it cannot avoid providing balancing service for transportation-only 
customers, due to its inaoility to verify immediately the movemen~ 
of customer-owned gas into its system. Thus, SoCal's opinion is 
that, on a short-term oasis, it is not feasible to operate its 
storage fields only on behalf of certain noncore customers who ~ay 
have signed up for an unbundled storage service. SOCal does 
propose a longer-term storage "banking" service which would utilize 
any excess storage.capacity above its November 1 gas inventory 
target. SoCal proposes that this service be interruptible in favor 
of SoCal's "system sales and transportation servicesH

, due to 
limited injection, withdrawal, and transmission capabilities. The 
utility would charge a two-part rate tor the service: a varia}:)le 
rate to cover the cost of injection and withdrawal of gas, and a 
rental fee based on the amount of the customer's gas in storage. 
SoCal indicates that these rates would recover something less than 
the fully allocated embedded cost, due to the incremental nature of 
the service. Revenues from the "banking" service would be retundec; , 
to customers in the next cost allocation proceeding, unless SOCal 
has not recovered its authorized noncore margin. Thus, SoCal would 
not be at risk for revenues from this new, untested service. 

CQroments trom other parties. Comments were filed oy AEC 
oil and Gas Company and Solar Turbines (AEC/Solar), Arco, CMA, 
Chevron, El Paso, Hadson, Long Beach, the city of Palo Alto (Palo 
Alto), PSD, salmon Resources/Mock Resources/Shell Canada (SMS), 
SDG&E, Edison, the Muni 'OEGs, Tenneco/conoco·, Transwestern, and. 
WGM. 

The PSO provided a unique perspective on the entire 
matter of unbundling storage. The PSD argued that storage 
unbundling is both practically impossible and unnecessary. In the 
PSD's view, utility gas supply systems are integrated entities 
whose storage and transmission components operate as a unit. 
Unbundling storage-related costs and allocating these to particular 
customers is thus virtually impossible. The PSD further argued 
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that the Commission's proposed priority charge mechanism 
effectively substitutes for unbundled storage by indicating the 
value ,placed by customers on service reliability. Thus, the PSD 
commented, "priority charges might be as close to storage rates 
unbundling as is practical, or needed." The PSD there~ore 
recommended that the Commission use the upcoming hearings to 
reexamine its basic assumptions concerning the necessity and 
desirability o~ storage unbundling for noncore customers. The PSD 
does express interest in SoCal's longer-term '~anking" proposal, 
and recommends that further hearin9s explore this plan, as well as 
whether entities other than util£ty customers should have access to 
storage banking and whether the utilities should charge for 
prolonged imbalances in transported gas. 

While supporting the concept of storage unbundling, 
Transwestern voiced doubts about the ~easibility of providing firm 
access to unbundled storage. Given that the utility's top priority 
is providing reliable service to core customers, Transwestern 
argued that storage service for noncore customers must be 
interruptible. The only way to determine the quality of this 
service is for the utilities to offer it on an experimental basis. 
In Transwestern's view, this would be preferable to a "long 
conceptual debate" between the utilities and potential storage 
customers regarding the quality of the service to be offered. 

Many of the respondents rejected the utilities' 
contention that they are unable to provide firm, unbundled storage 
service to noncore customers. In general, the commenters were 
particularly critical of PG&E's proposal. For example, CMA stated 
that PG&E's proposal failed to articulate even the basic concepts 
associated with unbundled storage. In contrast, Socal's filing 
received a more positiVe evaluation, with most parties regarding 
its Hstorage bankingH proposal as containing important elements of 
the type of service envisioned by the Commission. None~eless,. 

SoCal was also criticized for failing to unbundle basic storage 
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costs, for inconsistencies in the data and calculations presented, 
and for a lack of specificity in how its service would operate. 
Several parties urged the Commission to instruct the utilities to 
provi~e fuller information on storage operations before deciding on 
the availability and use of storage service. 

In the opinion of WGM, PG&E has failed to offer any 
significant access to storage beyond what is currently available 
and paid for in present rates. Thus, its proposal falls far short 
of true unbundled storage. The same holds for SoCal's proposal, 
which, in WGM's opinion, indicates the presence o,f substantial 
additional storage capacity beyond that which SoCal proposes to 
make avail~le for storage banking. WGM further noted that neither 
utility has demonstrated how service reliability would be improved 
by its proposal. Given these deficiencies, and the apparent 
existence of large amounts of unutilized storage eapaeity, WGML 
urged the Commission to order the utilities to provide firm and 
interruptible storage service to noncore customers at reasonable, 
non-discriminatory rates • 

SMS also rejected the contention that firm, unbundled 
storage serviee is infeasible. While certain storage serviees-
e.g., load balancing--are inherent in transmission service, SMS 
argued that other components of storage service elearly can be 
unbundled. This includes firm storaqe banking and as-available 
bankinq for transmission-only customers. To the extent that 
utilities are willinq to provide load balancing for All customers 
over an entire cycle of seasonal demand, the distinetion between 
storaqe banking and load balancing becomes blurred. In SMS's view, 
SoCal's proposal indieates a willinqness to provide this 
eomprehensive form of storage bankinq/load balaneinq serviee. 
PG&E's proposal, however, envisions a mueh more limited form of 
load balaneinq for the exelusive benefit of eore and eore-elect 
customers. Thus, PG&E's storage services should not ~e priced on 
an equal eents per therm basis. SMS further argued that storage 
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must be viewed as a component of transmi:sion service, since this 
is the only way to ensure that noncore and core-elect customers are 

, " 

on equal footing and can choose gas procurement independently of 
the characteristics of the monopoly distribution system. 

Hadson developed the equity issue further, arguing that 
the key test is whether the utilities would provide independent gas 
vendors the same access to storage as they provide themselves. 
Under equal access, eustomers would have the same reliability of 
transmission service regardless of where they procure their gas. 
In Hadson's view, neither proposal satisfies this criteria. PG&E's 
proposal is flawed because it associates the use of storage with 
procurement from the core and core-elect portfolios., Thus, it 
provides firmer service to customers buying gas from the utility. 
Hadson believes that SoCal's proposal may have the same intent, 
citing uncertainties over how Socal will operate its system under 
peak load conditions, as well as the utility'S stated belief that 
core-elect procurement carries a higher level of reliability than 
transport-only service. Given these inadequacies, Hadson urged the 
Commission to adopt the principle of equal access and parity of 
transmission reliability as its explicit policy for unbundling 
storage and interstate pipeline capacity_ 

Chevron criticized PG&E's proposal for failing to provide 
a satisfactory analysis of the nature and frequency of the abnormal 
peak demand for which its entire storage capacity is ostensibly 
needed. Given proper analysis of these conditions, Chevron argued 
that noncore customers would likely accept the necessary 
restrictions on peak period storage withdrawal in return for the 
benefits which "otherwise-firm" storage access would provide. 
Chevron also objected to ~G&E's unwillingness to provide storage 
access t~ gas brokers and/or producers, which it viewed as an 
unnecessary restriction on storag'e availability. Finally,.. Chevron 
argued that, as a public utility, PG&.::: has an obligation to manage 
its assets--including its storage facilities--in a manner 
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consistent with the broad public interest. Fuller use of storage 
facilities, in Chevron'S view, could enhance zystem flexibility and 
generate incremental revenues, ~if PC&E would only exercise a more 
positive approach'" to such opportunities. 

El Paso noted that PG&E's storage filing reveals that twc .. 
of its three storage facilities--Pleasant Islands and Los Medanos-
are devoted exclusively to core requirements. Only McDonald Island 
can even be considered for noncore storage use. In view of this 
information, El Paso argues that the only equitable ap,proach would 
be to allocate all Pleasant Islands and Los Meda~os costs to core 
customers, while splitting only the McOonald Island cost between 
core and noncore classes. 

Edison expressed conceptual support for SoCal's proposal 
and its suggested two-part charge for storage banking. However, in 
Edison's view, all or part of the revenues generated from bankin~ 
services should be used to offset embedded storage costs, with the 
remainder being used to offset undercollections of th~ utility's 
noncore margin requirement. Since demand for sto~age may· exceed 
the amount available, Edison recommended that a semi-annual blind 
auction be held to allocate available capacity. To prevent bid 
prices from being driven up, and capacity rights being awarded to 
out-of-state entities, Edison argued that participation in the 
auction be limited initially to wholesale customers and california 
end-users. Aside from PG&E, Edison was the only party favoring 
such a restriction on storage access. 

Like Edison, CMA critiCized the way in which SoCal's 
proposal allocated the costs and revenues of its proposed service. 
In CMA's view, the SoCal plan reflects a failure to progress beyond 
the banking/balancing distinction to a proper unbundling of the 
costs associated with each service. CMA feels that this is a key 
point which the COXl'lll'lission must address in the next phas~ of the 
inquiry • 
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Tenneco/Conoco supported the non-discriminatory nature of 
SoCal's proposed banking service, which would be offered to all 
parties, including producers and marketers. They also liked the 
fact that SoCal's storage service--unlike PG&E's--would be 
available at any time, not just during supply or capacity 
curtailments. Arco noted that storage banking would provide an 
important means for purchasers to hedge against future price 

,increases by storing gas at today's prices. AEC/Solar stated that 
socal's proposed service *comes the closest* to providing the type 
of service required by Canadian producers and California end-users. 
While it does not unbundle storage costs, AEC/Solar noted that 
SoCal's proposal does unbundle some excess storage capacity and 
also indicates a willingness to. provide balancing service over the 
full annual cycle. In AEC/Solar's view, such full-cycle balancing 
is necessary for end-users to purchase gas during'off-peak periods 
for later delivery. 

Among the utilities' wholesale customers, Palo. Alto. also 
pointed to the longer-term balancing service proposed by SOCal as a 
positive feature. In this regard, SoCal's proposal was regarded as 
coming closer than PG&E's to meeting the legitimate needs o,f 
wholesale customers. Palo. Alto noted, however, that neither 
utility has recognized that its own supplies are *wildly out of 
balance" for much of the year owing to the ordinary operations of 
storage. Given these imbalances, and the fact that the ability to 
serve Wholesale customers is already built into PG&E's system, ~alo 
Alto. argued that wholesale customers should be provided the same 
balancing fle~ibility that the serving utility provides for itself. 

Long Beach, a wholesale customer o.f SoCal, identified the 
three primary issues involved in the unbundling o.f utility storage. 
The first is determining the type of service to be provide~. In 
Long Beach's view, wholesale and noncor~ utility customers will 
derive maximum bene~it from unbundled storage with direct access to 
storage facilities. The service which provides such access is 
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storage "banking". The second issue is determining the amount 0: 
unbundled storage capacity which can be made available. In this 
regard, tong Beach disputed PG&E's claim that its entire storage 
capacity is needed to meet peak day core demand. Using data from 
PG&E responses to WGML's questions, Long Beach estimated that PG&E 
may have excess storage capacity which could be made available to 
Wholesale and noncore customers. SOCal may have underestimated the 
~ount of "excess" storage capacity on its system as well. The 
third issue is the cost associated with unbundled storage. Long 
Beach noted that the storage b~nking service proposed by SoCal is 
not a "new" service at all, but rather an existing service which is 
being transferred from the control o·f the distribution utility to 
the individual customer. SoCal proposes that the "cost" of this 
"new" service be allocated in addition to the fully eInbe,~ded cost 
of storage. In effect, SoCal' s proposal does ~ot' unbu:\c!le the 
costs of storage at all. Moreover, the service is to be ~rovided 
on an "as available" basis only, an~ thus will have much less value 
to customers than "firm" storage • 

For SDG&E, the key issue is control of'the storage 
service. SOG&E regards access to, unbundled storage as particularly 
i~portant for wholesale customers, who, have the responsibility to 
serve retail users who include captive core customers. SDG&E feels 
that this responsibility requires that it be given control, "within 
reasonable and prudent operating constraints," over how storage is 
used to serve its customers. Unbundled storage service could be 

made available to noncore and transportation customers as well as 
wholesale users, but SDG&E feels that only wholesale customers have 
a right to independent utilization of storage facilities. SOG&E 
comments that the simplest means to unbundle storage would be to 
allow it to control a portion of SoCal's storage system equal to 
the portion of SoCal' s storage costs wn.ich SOG&E now pays in its 
demand charge . 
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piscussion. We have found the comments on the utilities' 
proposals to ~e extraordinarily useful in helping us to focus on 
the issues involved in establishing an un~undled storage service. 
We concur with Transwestern's view that we should avoid a long 
conceptual de~ate on storage unbundling, and that we should proceed~. 
immediately to implement a storaqe proqram, which can ~e refined in 
the future as we acquire experience with it. We ~elieve that in 
this order we can esta~lish a conceptual tramework for an unbundled 
storage service. We can then sharply limit the matters which will 
require hearings, to focus on the operational and implementation 
details of the program, as descri~ed in the Assigned Commissioner's 
Rulinq issued in this proceeding on Octo~er 1, 1987. After 
hearings on these revised proposals in Dece~er, 1987, we hope to 
have ~ storage ~rogram that can ~egin upon or shortly atter the 
implementation of our unbundled rate design. 

The utilities' storage facilities increase the 
relia~ility ot service tor all gas users, including transportation
only customers who ~enefit trom the ability of storage to ~alance 
loads and to increase the availa~ility o·t interrupti~le interstate 
pipeline capacity. Storage withdrawals also can serve as a source 
of supply during peak demand periods or supply interruptions, ano. 
can provide continued deliveries when the pipeline system faces 
capacity constraints. Thus, storage functions to improve the 
reliability of ~oth supply and capacity. Our new rate design has 
sought to unbundle rates tor noncore customers ~ased on a 
separation ot the costs ot procuring gas supplies from the costs of 
the pipeline capacity necessary to' transport gas_ Ideally, in the 
no~core customer class we should undertake a detailed separation of 
the costs of supply-related storage activities and facilities from 
those that are capacity-related. How~ver, it may ~e impossible to 
do so, given the integ~ated nature ot the utilities' storage 
o~rations: none of the filings in this proceeding have encouraged 
us to make such an eftort • 
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Nonetheless, this conceptual appreciation for the varied 
functions of storage does help us in structuring how to offer a 
storage service for noncore customers. We have noted that storage 
allows the utilities to increase their capacity to move gas to ~ 
customers during short-term periOds when demand peaks. In our 
unbundled rate design, we have established a priority charge which 
will determine each noncore customer's access to capacity during 
such. short-term. periods of constraint. Presumably, noncore 
customers who pay higher priority charges will receive better 
access to the capacity benefits of storage. thus, for the short
term capacity benefits which storage provides, we concur with. the 
PSD's perspective that the priority charge can substitute for 
unbundled storage rates. This view is also consistent with CMA's 
position that we should not at this time attempt to unbundle the 
HbalancingH services which s~orage provides. With the priority 
charge, customers can pay for the level of overall transmission 
reliability which,they need; the utilities' integrated storage 
operations will help to provide whatever level of capacity priority 
is purchased. 

We have also noted that storage can provide supply 
benefits. For example, cheap gas purchased during the low-demand 
summer season can be stored to serve as an economical source of gas 
supply during the peak winter season. Gas in storage can protect 
customers against the failure of suppliers to, perform, or can 
smooth irreqularities in gas production which customers purchase 
directly. ':the longer-term HbankinqH service which SOCal proposes 
seems to us to be the kind of storage service appropriate for 
parties most interested in the supply benefits of storage. In 
addition, because SoCal's banking proposal would use storage 
capacity that is currently in excess, the program seems likely to 
have the minimum imp~~t on storage operations for core customers, 
~d would provide the desirable benefit of increased utilization,ot 
that excess capacity. Finally, we note that the comments elicited 
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considerable conceptual support for the SoCal banking proposal, 
with most of the criticism focusing on the details of how the 
program would work. Therefore, we will require SOCal and PG&E to 
file more detailed proposals for an u~undled storage banking 
service based on the concept which SoCal has presented. We want 
the details of the banking plan to be the focus of the hearings on 
storaqt~; parties sh~uld not attempt to relitigate the 
appropriateness of the concept of storage banking, Which we feel is 
well-justified by the initial round of proposals and comments.. The 
Assigned Commissioner's Ruling of October 1, 1987, has adequately 
presented the major issues which we think need to be addressed in 
implementing a storaqe bankinq service; these issues should be the 
focus of the testimony filed both by the utilities and by 
interested parties. The utilities will serve by October 30, 1987, 
testimony supporting revised storage proposals based on the SoCal 
banking proposal and consistent with the above discussion. Other 
parties will serve their testimony on Nove~er 20, 1987. The 
hearing will begin on December 7, 1987, under the schedule set 
forth in the October 1 ruling, a copy of which is attached to this 
order as Appendix A. 

IV. Interstate Pipeline Firm Capacity Rights 

with respect to the interstate pipeline capacity needed 
to complete gas transportation transactions, the Commission has 
previously indicated a desire to explore options for increasing the 
availability of such capacity for end-users (see !.87-03-035, 
pp.5-5). At the same time, the Commission recognizes that 
interstate capacity allocation is primarily a function of federal 
regulation, exercised by the Federal Energy Requlatory Commission. 
The H~irst-come/first-servedH policy adopted by the FERC in Order 
No. 436 does not permit assignment or brokering o,.r capacity. The 
FERC is currently faced with requests from shippers of nat.ural gas 
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to permit the brokerinq of interstate capacity in a secondary 
market. In addition, the FERC is reviewing its staff's proposals 
for an auction system of allocating capacity. Either one of these 
methods would presumably increase to some extent end-users' access 
to interstate capacity. The Commission is interested in learning 
the direction which the FERC intends to take with respect to 
capacity allocation. However, the Commission is also interested in 
contributing to the dialogue at the federal level on the 
appropriate means of allocating capacity, and in facilitating the 
development of a common position among the california parties on 
this important issue. 

Accordingly, the Commission will proceed with its 
previously announced plan to hold a workshop to discuss the options 
available for allocating or sharing interstate capacity. This 
workshop will be independent of these procurement hearings, and 
will hopefully serve to illuminate preferred options which 
california utilities and end users can recommend to the FERC. The 
notice setting the workshop date will be issued by the Legal 
Division, which will moderate the workshop,. within the next 60 
days. Upon the conclusion of the workshop, the Legal Division 
shall report to the Commission on the recommended means of sharing 
or allocating interstate capacity, and the Commission shall advise 
the FERC of the outcome of the workshop. 

v. Firm Interuti1ity TransportatiQn 

On May 29, 1987, the co:m:mission issued· D.87-05-069, 
establishing a system for the interutility transportation of gas in 
california. The interutility transportation service approved. in 
that order has a priority inferior to· that of retail transportation 
for noncore customers. Several of the participants in the 
interutility transportation case urged us to provide a firmer 
service. 0.87-05-069 discussed two poss~le means for improving 
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the reliability of interutility service. The first is to allow 
interutility service priority parity with intrautility, retail 
transportation. This would allow an interutility transporter to 
pay a priority charge which would ~etermine his/her place in the 
curtailment order in comparison with both retail and other 
interutility shippers. The second means is to provide access to 
gas storage. As this order discusses, providing storage access 
will De the first order of business in this proeeedin~, and we hope 
to have a storage banking progr~ in place in the near future. 
Thus, in the near future, interutility shippers can seek access to 
storage if they desire to firm up the reliability of their service. 
Therefore, we see no need for further action on this issue at this 
time. We would like to gain some experience with the new structure 
of the industry and our new unbundled rate design before we address 
allowing interutility shippers to have priority parity with retail 
transporters. In addition, we note that firm interutility service 
would do a shipper little good without firm interstate pipeline 

• 

capacitY'dWhichl ' a~ we have d~scussed ab~ve, '* rel!lains w:alvlailabt le • 
due to fe era pol.cy constralntS[2]. T~ere~ore, we Wl no 
deal with this issue until it ripens with the completion of the 
implement~tion proceeding and the availability of firm interstate 
capacity. 

VI. Sequencing 

We are aware that certain parties to our natural gas 
proceedings are interested in having the commission revisit the 
guidelines under which the utilities sequence their purchases of 

2 ) Shippers of california-produced gas are,. of course, an 
exception to this remark; such shippers would not be moving their 
~as over ~ interstate pipeline~ 
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gas from their long-term, dedicated suppliers. For example, in the 
rate design implementation proceeding, I.86-06-005, the presiding 
Aaministrative Law Judge struck a considerable body of testimony 
related to sequencing. The last time this Commission issued 
detailed guidelines on sequencing was in December, 1984, in the 
fall 1984 gas offset proceedings. What motivated that review was 
the dr~atic increase which the FERC's Order 380 produced in the 
utilities' ability to purchase gas on a least-cost basis. Since 
that time, other dramatic changes have occurred in how the 
utilities purchase gas, principally the tremendous growth in the 
volumes of gas--much of it from non-traditional suppliers-
transported by California utilities and their end-users. The 
increase in gas transportation has resulted in a decline in the 
utilities' traditional purchases from the pipelines' system 
supplies. We have been asked on several occasions since December, 
1984, to revise the 1984 guidelines. Each time we have refused, 
preferring to leave the details of sequencing poliey to utility 
management, subject to our Subsequent review for reasonableness. 
We have done so in recognition of the need for utility managers to 
be able to respond flexibly to the changing circumstances in the 
gas industry, Which from time to, time may require significant 
departures from the Commission's guidelines for sequencing gas 
purchases. Utility managers have more detailed ~owledge of their 
suppliers' circumstances than is generally available to this 
commission, and they might be hamstrung in their ability to respond 
quickly and flexibly to changing conditions if they had to seek 
commission approval for every change in the sequencing order. 
Thus, we have emphasized that the sequencing guidelines are 
guidelines, not hard-and-fast rules, and have warned the utilities 
that they must justify as appropriate to their circumstances, and 
to the rat~payers' best interest,. both their adherence to, as well 
as their departures from, the guidelines • 
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Sequencing quidelines are only one part of overall core 
procurement policies, especially since the utilities appear to be 
entering an era in which they will be purchasing gas for the core 
under a larger numl:>er and a wid.er variety of purchase arraX}gements 
than in the past. In the future now unfolding, the opportunities 
for core purchases will be far greater than just the in-state 
sources and traditional pipeline suppliers who are covered by the 
current sequencing rules. Therefore, we will ask for comments on 
whether and how we should review core procurement polieies, 
including, but not limited to, our sequencing quidelines.. The 
threshhold question which we want to see addressed is whether any 
more detailed guidelines are needed beyond the general core 
procurement policies set forth on page 84 of D. 86-12-010.. If the 
answer to this question is "yes", the next issue is whether the 
guidelines should be any more specific than providing for a general 
methodology for activities such as' sequencing: for ex~ple, the 
1984 sequencing guidelines used an "average cost" methodology for 
PG&E and an "incremental cost" method for Socal Gas. At this level 
of detail the Commission may also wish to consider the appropriate 
mix of long, short, and intermediate term contracts in the core 
portfolio. Finally, at its most detailed, a reviow of core 
procurement might decide how to change the details of the 1984 
sequeneing quidelines to adapt to today~s circumstances, and might 
involve the commission in the preapproval of new long-term gas 
purchase eontracts. The comments on eore procurement policies 
should focus on this question of how detailed an investigation is 
needed. These comments should also be filed on January lS, 1988. 
Findings of Fact 

1. Providing core suppliers with access to the noncore 
market for volumes that are in excess of eore needsean :be an 
i~,ortant tool in the utilities' eore procurement efforts. 
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2. In the long run, providing equitable access to the 
California market will encourage gas producers to commit supplies 
to this market. 

3. PG&E's commodity pricing flexibility proposal could 
result in the exclusion of other suppliers from the pacific Gas 
Transmission pipeline. 

4. PG&E's a]:)ility to control access to the PG'I' pipeline 
could allow it to escape competitive pressu=es on its transmission 
rates. 

s. PG&E has provided no cost justification for the 
eligibility li~tations of its program. 

6. SoCal's "flexibility" proposal avoids the discriminatory 
eligibility requirements of the PG&E plan. 

7. SoCal's program could, however, discourage suppliers from 
bidding into its spot gas buying program, and might expose core 
customers to unacceptable price risks. 

8. A "release" program, such as suggested by El Paso, would 
deny core customers the benefits of selling excess core supplies in 
the noncore market, when core prices are below spot prices. 

9. The Tussing study s~mitted by'the CPG is a comprehensive 
and provocative view of one possible future for noncore 
procurement. 

10. $ocal's request to create a number of additional noncore 
portfolios is a variant of the "multiple supply portfolios" idea 
which we advanced in D .. 86-12-0l0, and which we decidea. to consia.er 
in this proceeding. 

~~. It is desirable to avoid a long conceptual debate on . 
unbundling storage, and to proceed to implement a storage program 
from which experience can be gained. 

l2. The utilities' storage fields increase the reliability of 
service for ~ll gas users in California, including transportation
only customers. 
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13. Storage can increase the capacity of the utilities' 
systems to deliver gas, and can also function as a source of 
supply. 

14. Because of the integrated operations of the utilities' 
gas systems, including their storage facilities, it would be yery 
difficult to separate the costs of supply-related storage functions 
from those that are capacity-related. 

15. For the short-term, capacity-related benefits of usinq 
storage to ~alance supplies and deliveries, the priority charge we 
have adopted can substitute for unbundled storage rates. 

16. The longer-term, more supply-related benefits of storage 
could ~e made available through a storage ''banking" program, such 
as the one proposed by Socal. 

17. A banking program would use storaqe capacity that is 
currently in excess, and could be structured to have minimum impact 
on storage operations for core customers. 

lS. ~he Assigned Commissioner's Ruling of October 1, 1987, 
sets forth the issues that must be addressed in order to implement 
a storage banking progr~ for noncore customers. 

19. ~he availability of unbundled storage banking will 
provide interutility shippers with a means to· firm up their 
service. 

20. ~he sequencing guidelines which are now "on the books" 
are increasingly outdated, due to the signiti~t increase in gas 
transportation on the utilities' systems. 

21. ~he sequencing quidelines are not hard-and-fast rules, 
and the utilities must justify their adherence to the guidelines as 
well as their departure from them. 
Conclusions or Law 

1. Socal and PG&E should reformulate their NflexibilityH 
pro~osals in order to address the concerns that their plans may be 

discriminatory. 
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2. The Commission should consider in this proceeding a broad 
range of options for the future of the utilities' noncore 
procurement activities. 

3. At this time it is appropriate to hold hearings focused 
on the operational and implementation details of SoCal's proposed 
storage "banking" service. 

4. The allocation of interstate pipeline capacity is 
prtmarily a function of federal regulation, and current FERC 
policies do not permit the assignment or brokering of this 
capacity. 

5. The Commission needs comments from the respondents and 
interested parties on whether to revisit the matter of the overall 
guidelines for the purchase of gas for the core portfolio. 

ORDER 

rr XS ORDERED that: 
~ 1. The respondents may file by December lS, 1987, 

.,. 

reformulated proposals for marketing excess core supplies into the 
noncore market. These proposals shall describe how the new program. 
addresses the four issues noted in the text of this decision .. 
Interested parties may file comments on these proposals by 
January 15, .1988. 

2.. CPG's request that we solicit comments on the paper 
NNoncore Gas Procurement in california:. A Free-Market Alternative", 
prepared by Arlon R .. Tussinq and Connie C. Barlow on behalf of the 
CPG, is qranted.. These comments are due January 1S., 1988, and 
'commenters may use this forwn to advance their own proposals for 
the future of our regulation of the utilities' noncore procurement 
activities. 

3. Socal shall address in its December 1S. filing the 
concerns discussed in this order reqardinq its "portfolio 
switching" proposal and its request to- establish additional noncore 
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portfolios. Other parties may comment on these proposals by 
January 15, 1988. All respondents and interested parties may 
address in their January 15 comments the concept of "multiple 
supply portfolios" which we outlined in D.86-12-010. 

4. If the final order in I.86-06-00S defers the issue of 
out-of-area and noneore brokerage fees to this proceeding, the 
respondents should file by January 15, 1988, their proposed 
brokerage fees. 

s. Hearings on SoCal's storage "banking" proposal shall be 
held according to the schedule and the scope of issues presented in 
the Assigned Commissioner's Ruling of October 1, 1987. 

6. The notice setting the date for the workshop on 
interstate pipeline capacity shall be issued by the Commission's 
Legal Division within 60 days from the effective date of this 
order. 

.' 

7. Respondents and interested parties ~ay file comments by 
January lS, 1988, on whether the Co:mmission should revisit the 

matter of core procurement policies, including sequencing ~ 
guidelines .. 

8. All comments submitted in this proceedinq shall be filed 
in the original and 12 copies with our Docket office and served on 
all parties of record in this investigation. 

This order is effective today. 
Dated October 16, 1987, at san Francisco, california. 

STANLEY w. ~ 
President 

DONALD VIAL 
FREDERICK R. DO'DA 
G. MITCHELL WILl< 

commissioners 

commissioner ,"rOM B. Ohanian, bein9 
necessarily absent, did not 
participate .. 
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and, thir~, the deregulation of non core procurement 
Tussing points out that the equal access provision would go a 
way toward resolving the issues of access.to storage and in~rstate 
pipeline capacity, as the utility would no longer have as~trong an 
interest in protecting these assets for the sole benefit/of the 
regulated company. It would also give the utility an~centive to .
offer workable transportation programs. Clearly, wnat Tussing has 
proposed is an important and comprehensive vier:wf one possible 
approach to poncore procurement, a perspective w ich has 
ramifications that go. far beyond the more limi cd question of 
approving or disapproving PG&E's commodity plcinq flexibility 
proposal. Moreover, we view the PG&E prop~al as more properly a 
proposed refinement to the utility·s ~~rocurement activities, 
as its focus is allowing core gas suppl~rs access to the noncore 
market. CPG has requested that we as~or comments on the Tussing 
alternative as a part of this investi.9'ation, and,. as explained 
later in this order, we will do soj1n the context of our review of 
the regulation o·f noncore procurernt. In considering the PG&E 
commodity pricing flexibility proposal,. we will consider Tussing's 
remarks on the plan's discriminitory aspects as supportinq the 
similar comments of many oth~parties. . 

Discussion. Asse~ling ~e core portfolio is, in our 
opinion, one of the centra/Challenges facing the gas utilities as 
they move into an era in whiCh competition is playinq an 
increasingly important r)le in allocatinq gas supplies. Our 
responsibility toward c6re ratepayers, who have no easy alternative 
to using qas, mandate/that we should provide the utilities with 
the necessary t00i:S /0 assemble a core portfolio meeting the three 
objectives which w recently outlined in 0.86-12-010: ce~ainty of 
supply to meet co e peak requirements, price security greater than 
found in the spo market, and attaining these objectives at the 
lowest possibl cost (see D.S6-12-010, pp. 67-84). In our view, 
one of the imp rtant tools in this effort may be providing core 
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suppliers with access to the noncore market for volumes that are 
temporarily in excess of core requirements. Such access ca~;ssist 
the utilities in securing adequate supplies to cover core~eak 
requir~ments, while minimizing costs by allowing the uttii~ies to 
offer suppliers the opportunity for high load factor These 
potential benefits convince us that it may well be ppropriate to 
reconsider our current guideline which preven~s utility from 
selling anything other than short-term gas to, n 
eustomers(lJ. From this perspective, PG&E's roposal may offer 
important benetits for core gas ratepayers, - enetits which go 
beyond the obvious discounts for the core orttolio which are 
linked to the proqr~'s noncore sales. he program's access to the 
noncore market provides PG&E with an a tractive inducement for 
suppliers to provide gas to the core orttolio at stable, 
competitive prices. 

However, we 
carefully structured, must not 
other noncore suppliers, and 
available t~ gas users on th 

that this access must be 
esult in discrimination against 

st not diminish the supply options 
PG&E system. Taking a longer-term 

perspective, we reeognize 
access to the california 
producers to commit sup 

e importance of allowing equitable 
arket if we are to· encourage gas 

ies to this market. Many of the 
commenters, ineluding he CPG's Tussing, have raised what we feel 
are important conce about the potential for the PG&E proposal, 
and to a lesser ext nt the SoCal plan, to impair eompetitive aecess 
to the california What we would like to find is a way to 

1 ) We no e that this rule" set forth on page 87 of D. 8,6-12-
010, appe s to contradict the discussion in the accounting rules 
(pp. 152- 59), which seems to allow excess long-term supplies to 
be trans erred into the noncore portfolio. Furthermore, as we 
will di cuss at length below, the accounting'rules are unclear on 
the co ditions under Which such transfers ean take place • 
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we would like to see El Paso explain in further detail how s\XC'~~'" a 
program would work. For example, would the "release" condtions 
have to be embodied in every utility-supplier purchase oOritract? . / 

Finally, we note that o. 86-l2-0l0, in adopting 
accounting rules for our new regulatory structure, oes discuss the 
transfer of qas from the core to the noncore port olio (pp. l52-

59). These rules do not directly specify the c nditions under 
which such transfers can be made, except to p ace the utility at 
risk in a reasonableness review if such tra sfers occur at a 
substantial loss (p. l58). The discussio does set out the 
following proposed rule: 

"Transfers from the core gas purchase account to 
the core or non-core portfo io accounts: All gas 
transferred between the 10 g and short-term gas 
purchase accounts to the ore and non-core 
portfolio accounts shall e at weighted. average 
cost. If there are tra sfers from the long-term 
source account to the on-core portfolio account 
during an extremely w rm year, because there .is 
such low core demand/for the gas and the utility 
cannot avoid taking L:,he qas even under its 
flexible contract terms, the gas shall be 
transferred to th~non-core portfolio at the 
current weiqhted;average cost of the long-term 
source account .. / 

"However, any,ecovery deficiency in the core 
portfolio bal~ncing account resulting from sales 
to- the noneox:'e portfolio at a loss shall not be 
subject to ~lancing account treatment. The 
utility m:~seek recovery of such booked loss in 
its next ;r _ual reasonableness review. H 

Although this proposal is discussed, the adopted rules (pp. 158, 
158a, and 159) dJnot reflect the results of that discussion. 
Otherwise, the cl'iscussion of procurement policies in O. 86-l2-10 is 
silent on thiskopic. We welcome comments on the above proposed 
rule as anoth~ option. 

C~arlY, at this time the Commissiori has before it a 
wide range r proposals for the marketing of excess core gas 
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supplies. We firmly believe that core customers will benefit if 
core suppliers have access to the noncore market. However, th~t 

access must be structured to satisfy the discrimination concerns 
/ 

which we have discussed above. Obviously, a HreleaseH program, 
such as proposed by El Paso, in which the suppliers ret~ control 
of the disposition of the excess supplies, would havepe fewest 
problems mcetinq these concerns. However, we want ~ encourage the 
utilities to attempt to design a program in which be utility can 
resell temporarily excess core supplies, at a pr fit to the core, 
into the noncore market. Howev~r, the discrim'nation concerns 
which we have described above dictate that s h a program should 
adequately address the followinq issues: 

1. Do all short-term supplie , both spot and 
excess core, have an equal 0 ortunity to bid into 
the noncore portfolio? It e utility proposes 
to grant excess core suppl' s a preference oVer 
spot gas, how is that pre rence justified? 

2. It PG&E proposes to- urch~se and resell excess 
core supplies into- its oncore portfolio, what is 
the expected impact 0- such sales on the 
interruptible capacit available on the PGT 
system? 

3. CUrrently, all supplies in the noncore 
portfolio must be sold at the prevailinq noncore 
WACOG. As expla' ed later in this order, the 
Commission will e reviewing how it wishes to 
regulate, or d equlate, noncore gas procurement. 
Clearly, propo als to sell excess core supplies in 
the noncore m rket must be consistent with the 
correspondin plan for the utility'S noncore 
sales. 

4. What ~e the specific criteria for determining 
whiCh c~r suppliers are eliqible to gain access 
to the n ncore market, and what is the rationale 
for suc criteria? For example, the PG&E 
flexib' ity proqram was ~pen to core suppliers 
ofi:2rr ng "stable" and "competitive" prices to the 
core ortfolio. Are such criteria useful, and, it 
so, ow specific should they be? 
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We r"ecognize that the utili ties may need a. mechanism for flOW~' ng / 
excess core supplies into the noncore market immediately upon 
implementation of the new rate design and regulatory structur that 
is the focus of I. 86-06-005. 'I'herefore, the utilities shou1'd file 
by December 15, 1987, comments describing their refor.m~lded 
proposals for marketing excess core supplies in 'Che no~re market. 
This testimony must address the issues and the discr~nation 
concerns which we have discussed above. Intereste~arties may 
respond to these revised proposals along with the' comments on 
noncore procurement, Which, a~ discussed ~elow, e are askinq to De 

filed on January 15, 1988. If the comments s w that hearinqs on 
the utilities' revised proposals are necessa , we would hold them 
in March, 1988. 

II. 

As we announced in 0.86-12 010 (p. 87), we intend to 
address the future regulation, or 
procurement in the course of thi 

eregulation, of noncore 
The comments of 

CPG's 'I'ussing have provided us ith a comprehensive and provocative. 
view of one poss~le structure/for the utilities' noncore 
procurement activities. We ~ll begin to, examine this issue by 
qranting CPG's request tha we solicit comments on 'I'ussing's 
submittal: these comments should be filed by January 15, 1988. One 
of the issues which we k commenters (and, if it so desires, the 
CPG) to address is how under the deregulated mOdel of noncore 
procurement which 'I'u~ing advances, might the utility provide its 
core suppliers with;access to the noncore market. As we have noted 
above, such access/could be a valuable tool in the utilities' core 
procurement effo s. In addition, we invite the respondents and 
interested part's to use these comments to advance their own 
proposals ~~r e future of our regulation of the utilities' 
noncore procu ement activities . 
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SoCal's June l, 1987, filing of its storage proposal also 
included requests to change several of the noncore procurement 
policies which we established in 0.86-l2-0l0. In order to increa~e 
the attract~veness to noncore customers of electing into the c~ 
portfolio for procurement service, SoCal proposes to permi~~core. 
customers to elect core procurement service even if the c e WACOG 
is below spot prices. This opportunity would only occu at semi
annual "openings" of the core portfolio. If core pr' es are below 
the spot market, customers electing the core portfo io would have 
to pay a surcAarge equal to the Qifference betwe the core WACOG 
anQ the market cost of a new one-year supply 0 gas. There would 
also be a charge for early termination of cor -elect purchases, 
which would reflect the costs associated wi reducing core 
portfolio purchases. This proposal appea s to be a refinement of 
SoCal's position on the "portfolio swit ing" issue which we 
addressed in R.86-06-006 and decided j,.n 0.86-12-010 (see pp. 46 and 
SO-57). Essentially, SoCal wants to allow noncore customers into 
the core portfolio even when the c e portfolio is cheaper than 
spot prices; the price of admiss' n in such circumstances would be 
agreeing to pay the full market price for the first year. SoCal's 
proposal has the goal of incr sing the size of the core elect; 
however, given the price of dmission which SoCal would charge, the 
plan appears likely to inc ease core election only if customers 
have the expectation tha~the core portfolio will be cheaper than 
spot prices for severaljYears to come. We doubt that many 
customers will act~n uch an expectation, given the uncertainties 
of future gas market. Furthermore, if the core is ch(:aper than 
spot prices for an xtended period (the conditions under which the 
plan would stimul e core election), the addition of more core 
customers could Increase core prices, even with SoCal's proposed. 

/ 
entrance fee. ;S~cal should respond to these concerns in its 
December 15 f~ing. 

- l4 -
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to permit the brokering of interstate capacity in a secondary 
market. In addition, the FERC is reviewing its staff's proposal~' 
for an auction system of allocating capacity. Either one of these 
methods would presumably increase to some extent end-users' ~ess 
to interstate capacity. The Commission is intereste~ in l~rning 
the direction which the FERC intends to take with respect'to 
capacity allocation. However, the Commission is also~terested in 
contributing to the dialogue at the federal level o~~e 
appropriate means of allocating capacity, and in f~ilitating the 
development of a common position among the Cali!~ia parties on 
this important issue. 
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Accordingly, the Commission will proceed with its /' 
previously announced plan to hold a workshop to discuss the;PPtions 
available for allocating or sharing interstate capacity. is 
workshop will be independent of these procurement heari and 
will hopefully serve to illuminate preferred options ieh 
California utilities and end users can recommend to e PERC. The 
notice setting the workshop date will be issued b the Legal 
Division, which will moderate the workshop, wit n the next 60 
days. Upon the conclusion of the workshop, t Legal Division 
shall report to the Commission on the reco~nded means of sharing 
or allocating interstate capacity, and the ommission shall advise 
the FERC of the outcome of the workshop. 

v. 

On May iss ion issued 0.87-05-069, 

establishing a system for the in rutility transportation of gas in 

• 
California. The interutility t ansportation service approved in 
that order has a priority inf~i?r to' that of retail transportation 
for noncore customers. Seve 1 of the participants in the 

• 

interutility transportation case urged us to provide a firmer 
service. 0.87-05-069 dis ssed two possible means for improving 
the reliability of inte ility service. The first is to allow 
interutility service pr~rity parity with intrautility, retail 
transportation. This ~ould allow an intcrutility transporter to 
pay a priority Charge/WhiCh would determine his/her place in the 
curtailment order in/comparison with both retail and other 
interutility shipperS. The second means is to provide access to 
gas storage. As ~is order discusses, providing storage access 
will be the first order of business in this proceeding, and we hop~ 

banking program in place in the near future. 
~hus, in the ne future, interu~ility shippers can seek acce~s to 
storage if they desire to firm up the reliability of their service • 
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Therefore, we see no need for further action on this issue 
time. We would like to gain some experience with the new struc 
of the industry and our new unbundled rate design before we a ress 
allowing interutility shippers to have priority parity with etail 
transporters. In addition, we note that firm interutilit service 
would do a shipper little good without firm interstate ~peline 

capacity, which, as we have discussed above, remains available 
due to federal policy constraints[2J. Therefore, w will not 
deal with this issue until it 
i~plementation proceeding and the 
capacity. 

VI. Sequencing 

firm interstate 

We are aware to our natural gas 
proceedings are interested in having e Commission revisit the 
guidelines under which the utilities sequence their purchases of 
gas from their long-term, dedicate suppliers. For example, in the 
·rate design implementation proceeding, I.S6-06-00S, the presiding 
Administrative Law Judqe struCkja. considerable boey of testimony 
related to' sequencing. The l~t time this Commission issued 
detailed guidelines on sequercinq was in December, 1984, in the 
fall 1984 gas offset proceeeings. What motivated that review was 
'the dramatic increase wh,1n the nRC's Order 380 produced in the 
utilities' ability to p~chase gas on a least-cost basis. Since 
that time, other dram~c changes have occurred in how the 
utilities purchase q~, principally the tremendous growth in the 

2 ) Shippe~s of California-produced qas are, of course, an 
exception to this remark; such shippers would not be moving their 
gas over 7 interstate pipeline. . 
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volumes of gas--much of it from non-traditional suppliers -
transported by California utilities and their end-user. The 
increase in gas transportation has resulted in a dec 
utilities' tra~itional purehases from the pipelines 
supplies. We have been asked on several occasion since December, 
1984, to revise the 1984 guidelines. Each time e have refused, 
preferring to leave the details of sequencing olicy to utility 
management, SUbject to our subsequent revie 
We have done so in recognition of the nee for utility managers to 
be able to respond flexibly to the chanq'ng circumstances in the 
gas industry, whieh from time to time y require significant 
departures from the Commission's qui lines for sequencing gas 
purchases. Utility managers have m re detailed knowledge of their 
suppliers' circumstances than is nerally available to this 
commission, and they might be ha strung in their ability to respond 
quickly and flexibly to changiconditions if they had to seek 
Commission approval for everY, change in the sequencing order. 
Thus, we have emphasized th the sequencing guidelines are 
guidelines, not hard-and-f strules, and have warned the utilities 
that they must justify as appropriate to their eircums~ances, and 
to the ratepayers' best interest, both their adherence to, as well 
as their departures fr m, the guidelines. 

idelines are only one part of overall core 
procurement policie , especially since the utilities appear to be 
enterin~ an era in 
under a larger nu 

hieh they will be purchasing gas for the core 
er and a wider variety of purchase arrangements 

than in the pas. In the future now unfolding, the opportunities 
for core purch es will be far greater than just the in-state 
sources and t aditional pipeline suppliers who, are covered by the 
current sequ ncing rules. Therefore, we will ask for comments on 
whether and how we should review core procurement policies, 

but "not limited to, our sequencing guidelines. The 
question which we want to see addressed is whether any 
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more detailed guidelines are needed beyond the general core 
procurement policies set forth on page 84 of o. 86-12-010. 
answer to this question is "yes", the next issue is whether 
guidelines should be any more specific than providing for 
methodology for activities such as sequencing: for examp e, 
1984 sequencinq guidelines used an "average cost" meth c!'oloqy tor 
PG&E and an "incremental cost" method for SoCal Gas. At this level 
of detail the Commission may also wish to cons ide the appropriate 
mix of long, short, and intermediate term contr 
portfolio. Finally, at its most detailed, a view of core 
procurement might decide how to change the tails of the 1984 
sequencing guidelines to adapt to today's ircumstances, and might 
involve the commission in the preapprov of new lonq-term. gas 
purchase contracts. The comments on c re procurement policies 
should focus on this question of how detailed an investigation is 
needed. These comments should als be filed on January 15, 198-8 • 

Findings of Fa£t 
1. Providing core su liers with access to the noncore 

market for volumes that ar in excess of core needs can be an 
important tool in the ut' ities' core procurement efforts. 

2. In the lonq ,providing equitable access to the 
California market wil encourage gas producers to- commit supplies 
to this market. 

3. PG&E's c odity pricing flexibility proposal could 
result in the exc usion of other suppliers from the Pacific Gas 
Transmission pi line. 

4. PG&E s ability to control access to the PGT pipeline 
could allow 
rates. 

5. 

competitive pressures on its transmission 

has provided no cost justit~cation for the 
limitations of its program. 

- ~l -
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6. SoCal's "flexibility" proposal avoids the discriminatory 
eligibility requirements of the PG&E plan. //' 

7. SoCal's program could, however, discourage supPl~ers from 
bidding into its spot gas buying program, and might expo core 
customers to unacceptable price risks. 

8. A "release" program, such as suggested by 1 Paso, would 
deny core customers the benefits of selling exces core supplies in 
the noncore market, when core prices are below 

9. The Tussing study submitted by the G is a comprehensive 
and provocative view of one possible future for noncore 
procurement • 
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10. SoCal's request to create a nu~er of adclJ.tl.onal nOt).<=ore 
portfolios is a variant of the "multiple supply portfolios" idea 
which we advanced in 0.86-12-010, and which we decided t 
in this proceeding_ 

11. It is Clesirable to avoid a long conceptual 
unbundling sterage, and to proceed to. implement 
from which experience can be gained. 

12. The utilities' storage fields increas the reliability of 
service fer all gas users in califernia, inclu inq transportation
only customers_ 

l3. Storage can increase utilities' 
systems to. deliver gtl.~, and can also. func ion as a source of 
supply. 

l4. Because of the integrated op rations of the utilities' 
gas systems, including their storage acilities, it woulc1 be very 
difficult to. separate the costs of upply-related storage functions 
from these that are capacity-rela c1 • 

lS~ For the short-term, ca acity-relatec1 ~enefits o.f using 
storage to. balance supplies an 
have aCloptec1 can s~stitute t 

16. 

deliveries, the priority charge we 
unbundled storage rates. 
supply-related benefits of storage 

could ~e made availa~le thr ugh a storage H~anking" program, such 
as the ene propesed by SoC 1. 

l7. A banking progr. m would use storage capacity that is 
currently in excess, an could be structured to have minimum impact 
on storage operations r core customers. 

lS. The Assigne Commissioner's Ruling of October l, 1981, 

sets ferth the issue that must be addressed in erder to implement 
a storage ~anking p~gram fer noncore customers. 

19. The avail~ility of unbundled storage banking will 
provide interutility shippers with a means to· firm up their 
service • 
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20. 'I'h~ sequencing guidelines which. arc now "on the books" 
are increasingly outdated, due to the significant 
transportation on the utilities' systems. 

21. The sequencing guidelines are not 
and the utilities must justify their adherence to the quid~ines as. 
well as their departure from them. 
~On91usions 0: Law 

1. SoCal and PG&E should reformulate 
proposals in order to address the concerns that 
discriminatory. 

2. The Commission should 
range of options tor the future 
procurement activities. 

3. At this time it is 
on the operational and implementation det ils ot 
storage NbankingH service. 

xi:bility" 
plans may :be 

a :broad 

hearings focused 
SoCal's proposed 

4. The allocation of interstate pipeline capacity is 
primarily a function of federal requl tion, and current FERC 
poliCies do not permit the assiqnme or brokering of this 
capacity. 

S. The Commission needs c 
interested parties on Whether t 
overall guidelines for the 

IX IS ORDERED 

ents from the respondents and 
revisit the matter of the 

for the core portfolio. 

ER 

1. The responden file by December 15, 1987, testimony 

/ 

describing retormulat- proposals for marketing excess core 
supplies into the no core market. This testimony shall describe 
how the new program addresses the four issues noted in the text of j 
this decision. In erested parties may file comments on these 
proposals by Janu ry 15, 1988. 
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2. CPG's request that we solicit comments on 
"NQncore Cas. Procurement in California: A Free-Mark Alternative", 
prepared by Arlon R. Tussing and connie C. Barlow n behalf of the 
CPG, is granted. These comments are due January 15, 1988, and 
conunenters may use this forum to advance their 
the future of our regulation of the utilities' noncore procurement 
activities. 

3. SOCal shall address in its Decemb r 15 filing the 
concerns discussed in this order regard in 
switching" proposal and its request to· e ablish additional noncore 
portfolios. Other parties may comment n these proposals by 
January 15, 1988. All respondents and interested parties may 
address in their January 15 comments he concept of "multiple 
supply port~olios" which we outline in 0.86-12-010. 

4. If the final order in I. 6-06-005 de~ers the issue of 
out-of-area and noncore brokerage fees to this proceeding, the 
respondents should file by Janua 15, 1988, their proposed 
brokerage fees • 

torage "banking" proposal shall be 5. Hearings on SoCal's 
held according to the schedu 
the Assigned Commissioner's 

6. The notice setti 

and the scope of issues presented in 
:uling of October 1, 1987. 

for the workshop on 
interstate pipeline capac' y shall be issued by the Commission's 
Legal Division within 60 days from the effective date of this 
order • 
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7. Rcspondcntc and intcrcctcd particc may file comments by 
J .. ld' /. h anuary lS, 1988, on whether the Comm~sc~on chou rev~~~ t.c 
matter of core procurement policies, including sequenCing 
guidelines~ ~ 

s. All comments submitted in this prOCeed~g shall be ~iled 
in the original and 12 copies with our Docket o4tice and served on 
all parties of record in this inve.stigation. 

This order is effective today. 
Dated OCT 1 6 maZ California .. 

-' 

S1' A."-1..E"i w. HUI..ETt' 
President 

DO~ALD VIAL 
FREDERICK R. DUDA 

. G. MITCHELL Wn...~ 
Commissione:s 

Commissioner John B~ Ohanian, being 
necessarily absent, did not 
participate~ 

.. 
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